The emergence of commodity-scale genetic manipulation.
Since the 1970s technological advancements in the fields of synthetic biology and metabolic engineering have led to a dramatic reduction in both time and cost required for generating genomic mutations in a variety of organisms. The union of genomic editing machinery, DNA inkjet printers, and bioinformatics algorithms allows engineers to design a library of thousands of unique oligos as well as build and test these designs on a ∼2 months time-scale and at a cost of roughly ∼0.3 cents per base pair. The implications of these capabilities for a variety of fields are far-reaching, with potential impacts in defense, agricultural, human health, and environmental research. The explosion of synthetic biology applications over the past two decades have led many to draw parallels between biological engineering and the computer sciences. In this review, we highlight some important parallels between these fields and emphasize the importance of engineering design strategies.